Recent JET experiments have been devoted to the study of ( 3 He)-D plasmas involving radio frequency (RF) heating. The present paper starts by discussing the RF heating efficiency theoretically expected in such plasmas, covering both relevant aspects of wave and of particle dynamics. Then it gives a concise summary of the main conclusions drawn from recent experiments that were either focusing on studying RF heating physics aspects or that were adopting RF heating as a tool to study shows, the formation of these tails can be explained as a consequence of wave power absorption by 
, E. de la Luna much closer to a magnetic surface because -in contrast to H -their limited energy does not give rise to wide banana orbits. The modest width of the deposition is also due to the electron damping being very sensitive to the electric field gradients i.e. to the magnitude of the wave vector which increases dramatically very close to the mode conversion point. Hence, both heating regimes offer suitable heat sources for dedicated transport studies, the electron and ion channel being separated depending on the choice of the minority concentration and provided the density is not too high to avoid fast equipartition, and the depositions being fairly localized. Moreover, because RF tails are not likely to form unless the minority concentration is purposely kept extremely low, MHD modes excited by fast particles are less of an issue in ( 3 He) plasmas. Since e.g. sawteeth often compromise the interpretation of the dynamics of temperature in response to the auxiliary power (adding effectsoccurring on a time scale much faster than that of the modulation, thus blurring the simple cause effect relation between heat source, the relatively slow diffusion-dominated heat transport and the temperature response), this lack of MHD activity is much desired when probing the plasma to learn about transport.
Aside from the advantages 3 He has from the plasma physics study point of view, 3 He has a crucial role to play in the next step device: it is one of the gases envisaged to be used in the nonactivated stage of ITER and it will be a crucial plasma constituent during the machine's activated life phase during which it will indirectly heat the bulk ions and thereby crank up the fusion yield when the RF ion heating scheme foreseen for ITER (tritium heating at its second cyclotron harmonic frequency) is adopted. Estimates predict that adding a few percent of 3 He gas to a balanced D-T ITER gas mixture gives rise to a doubling of the neutron yield for the foreseen 40MW of ICRH on the machine (see e.g. [1] and the references therein).
Theoretical predictions reveal that -for typical JET conditions -optimal 3He minority heating in D plasmas occurs at 3 He concentrations X[ 3 He] = N 3He =N e of about 8% while electron "mode conversion" damping on short wavelength waves near the ion-ion hybrid layer requires X[ 3 He] 20%. Three interesting experimental regimes can then be distinguished for ( 3 He)-D plasmas:
• (1) the mode conversion regime which is optimal for performing electron heat studies,
• (2) the minority heating scheme which allows probing plasmas for ion transport, and
• (3) the regime of very low 3 He concentrations during which RF power allows to trigger MHD activity through excitation of Alfvén modes extracting energy from the RF heated unstable fast particle population(s).
All 3 regimes have been examined in JET recently and some of the obtained results are the subject of the present paper. Only "standard" heating scenarios are reported on here. These are scenarios for which the majority's charge to mass number ratio Z/A is smaller than that of the minority. This moves the fast-to-Bernstein-wave mode conversion layer towards the high field side when the minority concentration is increased. So-called "inverted scenario's" have (Z/A) majority > (Z/A) minority , which not only causes the mode conversion layer to shift towards the low rather than to the high field side for increasing minority concentrations but are also characterized by a much lower concentration (merely a few percent) at which the mode conversion regime is reached. This latter regime was extensively discussed in [2] .
Transport studies require localized heat sources and rely on the effect of these heat sources being detected via detailed temperature (and strictly also density) response studies. This is typically done by modulating the auxiliary heating power, which causes the temperature time traces to "break" ∂T=∂t pre � ∂T= ∂t post every time the power level is abruptly changed. A suitable modulation frequency is always a compromise: at too low frequency, the instantaneous dynamics is blurred as undesired phenomena occurring on a long time scale mix in with the studied instantaneous response to the power change, while at too high frequency the magnitude of the temperature response is often too small to be discerned from the signal noise, and the statistical relevance becomes questionable because of the diagnostic sampling rate. In JET a modulation frequency of the RF power of ≈ 20Hz is frequently used for electron transport studies. Ion transport studies not only require a lower modulation frequency (≈6Hz) but also a more sophisticated analysis since the ion response is slower, the collisional slowing down time of fast particles typically being a few hundred ms.
Hence the simple "breaking" of the bulk ion temperature is not only mixed up by the indirect heating via the fast minority that is slowing down: the essentially linear behaviour characteristic for fast modulation is replaced by a saturation prior to and an exponential decay after the break (see e.g. [3] for an example).
This paper sums up a number of the key findings of JET experiments relying on RF heating which were recently performed in plasmas containing 3 He. As analysis of the available data for several of the 3 He experiments is still ongoing and further experiments will be required to reach firm conclusions, the goal of the paper is to summarize the present knowledge. For topics that have reached maturity, the paper compiles the existing literature which can be consulted. The first section is devoted to the modeling of RF heating of ( 3 He)-D plasmas, giving a flavor of the role of the various species in different circumstances and pointing out some subtleties in the evaluation of the RF power deposition. Then some short notes are provided on the adopted tools e.g. on the real time control scheme used for keeping the minority concentration fixed. Subsequently, a number of observations that are not necessarily tied to ITBs are commented on. The link between RF heating, fast particles and MHD activity is the first of these topics. Next, a study of the role of standing wave patterns in enhancing damping is made. The role of RF heating in creating fast energy beam particles is a third topic. After that, the probing of ITBs relying on RF power is discussed. Finally, a very brief section gives an overview of the present understanding of the potential of RF heating to prevent impurity accumulation.
rF heAtIng ( 3 he)-d plAsmAs: modelIng

Wave propagation and damping aspects
To get a first impression of how RF waves interact with ( 3 He)-D plasmas, the TOMCAT wave equation solver [4] was used. All shown results assume that a pure fast wave is incident on the plasma from the low magnetic field side. The computation provides the field and the corresponding absortion for a double sweep of the wave over the plasma (from the launching point to either the high field side fast wave cut-off or the cut-off/confluence pair close to ω = Ω 3He ). TOMCAT is a 1-D wave code that solves a 12th order wave equation system, retaining the toroidal curvature of the tokamak but omitting the poloidal magnetic field and incorporating up to dominant 3rd harmonic cyclotron heating effects. It assumes all plasma constituents are Maxwellian, a drawback that will be commented on when describing RF heating of beam particles and requiring a more sophisticated tool to be used when seeking more robust answers than the ones presented in this section on 1D
modeling. The imposed boundary conditions correspond to a pure excitation of 1 (here the incoming fast wave) of the 12 modes described by the system. All other wave solutions capable of carrying power into the integration domain are forced to be zero. No condition whatsoever is imposed on the modes carrying power out of the domain of interest so, besides the power deposition profile, the program provides all connection (reflection, transmission and mode conversion) coefficients of all modes that can be excited in the plasma. Note that, by construction and opposite to what is more traditionally done when including the antenna in the model, the incoming power does not need to be totally absorbed. The difference between the launched and the total absorbed power in a double transit gives an idea of the absorption efficiency of the studied RF heating scenario.
Around B 0 ~ 3.45T, the JET ICRH system can operate at 2 frequencies to guarantee core 3 He heating: the cold (non-Doppler shifted) cyclotron layer of 3He can be positioned at 0.15 -0.20m from the plasma centre on the low or the high field side using f=33MHz and f=37MHz, respectively.
A slight reduction of the magnetic field shifts the former to the plasma centre and the latter to the high field side. The top subfigure in Fig. 1 depicts the wave pattern of the left rotating component of the electric field E+ -responsible for minority heating of not too energetic 3 He ions -for a ( He tail forms, the 3He damping competes with the damping on the electrons. The bottom figure in Fig. 2 shows that substituting as little as 1% of the thermal 3He by fast 3 He having an effective temperature of 100keV, the mode conversion efficiency is dramatically diminished. It is interesting to note that the total absorbed power is very similar in the two shown cases but that the redistribution of the power is different.
Rather significant power densities are required to form a high-energy subpopulation: when 3 He tail in JET at the typical plasma densities adopted.
Note that the total absorption has an oscillatory behavior as a function of the minority concentration in Fig. 2 : although the partitioning of the absorbed power among the various species differs depending on the temperature of the fast 3He, the total absorption peaks at about X[ Figure 3 shows that the same beating is indeed observed when making a scan of the toroidal magnetic field, which displaces the ion-ion hybrid location at fixed frequency; all parameters are as before while a fixed X[ In the range of temperatures typical for JET operation, the total absorption is only a weak function of the species' temperature. Assuming that all particles share the same temperature and considering all parameters except the central temperature to be the same as above, it is found that all species together absorb 80 -90% of the incoming power in a double transit over the plasma. At low temperatures minority heating is dominated by electron damping. Once the central temperature exceeds a certain value this heating scheme slowly becomes less efficient, and the 3 He minority becomes the main absorber of RF power. For X[ 3 He] = 10% this critical temperature is about 7keV and the maximal fraction of the incoming power absorbed by the minority in a double transit is about 70%. The fact that this cross-over from electron to ion heating occurs has a practical consequence: the better the energy confinement in a plasma, the harder it is to reach the conversion regime.
When a fast minority is created by RF heating, the minority particles transfer the power they absorb from the waves to the bulk species by Coulomb collisions. For typical power densities that can be obtained in JET (roughly up to 0.3MW/m 3 for central heating and a fraction of that when off-axis heating is desired), the 3 He minority -opposite to the case of a H minority -transfers most of its power to the bulk ions; see Fig. 4 obtained using the simplified distribution function formalism proposed by Stix [6] . Only when very efficient core heating is applied and the 3 He concentration is relatively low, does a significant fraction also go to the electrons by collisions. This characteristic is very useful when doing transport studies as it allows to keep the ion and electron heat input channels separated.
rF heated d beam modeling
The TOMCAT code lacks a number of ingredients to make its predictions fully credible: As it is a 1-D code, it neglects 2D-diffraction effects. Also it does not enable to assess the role played by the poloidal magnetic field. The former limitation is commonly considered to be acceptable when modeling efficient heating schemes in large machines, while the second is not overly important when the fast wave is the dominant wave branch. In spite of its drawbacks, the TOMCAT code Fokker-Planck code [7] and with an RF electric field provided by the CYRANO full-wave code [10] . Running the two codes in a coupled way (the wave code evaluating the RF dielectric tensor accounting for the local nonMaxwellian distribution function and the Fokker-Planck code evaluating its RF diffusion operator accounting for the field structure it imports from the wave code) yields a more detailed picture of how the beam and the RF heating synergistically interact [11] . A rough discussion of the CYRANO-BATCH coupling can be found in [10] . Because the density and temperature and hence the collisionality depend on the magnetic surface labeling parameter ρ, because much more trapped orbits occur at the outer magnetic surfaces than at those close to the magnetic axis, and because each of the outer magnetic surfaces cuts the resonance layer while (for the adopted 3 He on-axis and thus D far-off-axis heating) the surfaces close to the core do not, the core and edge distributions are qualitatively quite different, as can be seen in Fig. 5: whereas the distribution in the core is fairly isotropic while the energy density peaks at the beam source locations (v ⊥,in, v//, in ), the distribution near the maximal deposition density and near the edge is showing the impact of RF heating at the tangent resonance and is more spread out in the perpendicular than in the parallel direction. Efficient heating, causing particles to diffuse towards higher energies, can be observed both on the distribution and the energy density for ρ = 0:5m.
This spatial inhomogeneity necessitates having data from different diagnostics each independently
focussing on different sub-fractions of the total configuration space to be able to find out in the experiment what the distribution function locally looks like along the path "seen" by a diagnostic. Seemingly conflicting observations from different diagnostics may in reality just be highlighting specific aspects of the same particle population.
determInAtIon oF the experImentAl rF poWer deposItIon proFIle
As a periodic modulation of the RF power yields a periodic variation of the temperature, a frequently used method to get an idea of the experimental power deposition profile is to modulate the launched power level, commonly using a square wave modulation. Assuming transport as well as losses are absent -or (and physically more acceptable) happening on a time scale that is much longer than the chosen modulation period -the relation between the local energy ε = 3 2 NkT of the particles that absorb the incoming RF power, and the local wave power density lost to these particles is simply ∂ε α /∂t = P α . A square wave modulation thus gives rise to a triangular wave form (i.e. a periodic linearly increasing and decreasing signal) for the energy. Studying the "breaks" of the energy immediately yields an idea of where the wave power is experimentally absorbed. This elementary method for determining the experimental power deposition profile is often referred to as BIS or "break-in-slope" analysis (for an in depth paper on this topic, consult e.g. [13] ). Note that this method does not even require the power to be modulated periodically: a single power level jump is all that it needs.
The energy response to a given power level does not keep growing linearly with time, however.
Various processes cause the energy to saturate such that -ideally -a steady state regime is reached.
Without worrying about the physical interpretation of what brings about this saturation, the simplest ad-hoc model to incorporate it consists of adding a loss term with a characteristic time t to the source term in the simple evolution equation for e: ∂e α = ∂t = P α -ε α = τa. The exponential solution of this equation reduces to that for the linear response if the period of the modulation is much shorter than the characteristic time on which the "slow" plasma variations occur. It is clear that the simple loss term is much too crude to shed light on the actual reason of why the plasma energy saturates.
A large number of phenomena such as actual loss/gain processes (think e.g. of charge exchange which locally "annihilates" or "creates" heat stored by some category of charged particles) but also transport (importing heat from or evacuating it away to neighboring magnetic surfaces). Also linearization of the equations results in terms that are proportional to the perturbed energy and thus can formally be written as loss/gain terms.
The parameters in the linear as well as the exponential fit are obtained performing a minimization of the square of the "distance" D,
, between the experimental data and the proposed fit. Because the energy response does not necessarily coincide with the instants at which the RF power changes, the time of the breaks in the slopes is used as one of the parameters in the minimization. For some of the parameters the regression can be done analytically, while for others a numerical minimization procedure is required.
Fast Fourier Transformation is a third method standardly used to study the response of a particle population to the modulation of the RF power. This method is often preferred when transport is studied (see [14] and the references therein, and see the subsection on transport). On JET the high resolution 96-channel Electron Cyclotron Emission diagnostic provides a detailed picture of the electron temperature [15] , while Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CXRS) yields the ion temperature with somewhat less resolution [16] . Although the density response to the RF power should strictly be accounted for as well, it is assumed here that it is negligible compared to that of the temperature. Local density measurements with a high temporal resolution are not yet available at JET. The density profile is provided with a 4Hz
temporal resolution on about 50 spatial channels by the Thomson scattering LIDAR diagnostic [18] .
High temporal resolution density information is only available via the KG1 interferometer but this diagnostic gives line integrated rather than local information. Density perturbations are observed to be important when the RF heating efficiency is low and large electric fields in the edge nonresonantly accelerate particles, a subfraction of which hits the wall and enhances recycling, leading e.g. to "RF cooling" of the edge at the switch-on of the RF generators (see e.g. [19] ). For the 3 He experiments, the absorptivity was high enough to avoid extreme outgassing, allowing to safely omit the density response to the modulation when analyzing the data. electron deposition profiles peak in the plasma core for minority heating shot 69387. The integrated powers are plotted as well. In total, the electrons absorb 30% of the externally launched RF power and the ions about 60%. The fact that only 10% of the power seems to be unaccounted for is somewhat illusory: in the outer layers where the power density is low, the volume between two magnetic surfaces is large. Hence small errors on the local power density estimate yield substantial errors on the power integral. Although RF power modulation was initially used to study the experimental heat deposition profile and to check which fraction of the externally launched power was actually found back in the plasma, it was soon realized that the spreading of the locally deposited energy through heat diffusion -an at first sight undesirable effect as it deforms the actual deposition profile -can be used to diagnose the transport and to find its diffusion characteristics by solving the heat and particle transport equations adjusting parameters in the model attempting to mimic experimental findings.
These transport equations often are equations of the Braginskii type but with extra freedom left by adding some empirical expression for the turbulence-driven diffusion. Making guesses of the local diffusivity and modifying the model's free parameters until a reasonable agreement between the experimental and theoretically predicted temperature response is obtained (see e.g. [14] ) allows to separate the response to heating from that due to heat wave propagation. To date, no first principle theoretical models exist that satisfactorily describe the actual transport of charged particles and heat in magnetically confined hot plasmas. Lacking such models, empirical or semi-empirical ones are adopted to shed light on the nature of transport and to help theory to get a firmer grip on which ingredients need to be included in a realistic model. In view of the experimental observation that some tokamaks exhibit "stiff" transport, critical gradient models have been proposed and successfully used. Such models start from the assumption that turbulence lifts transport well above the neoclassical level once the temperature gradient exceeds a threshold. This kind of model was equally adopted to study the transport in JET [20] (see further).
reAl tIme control oF the 3 he concentrAtIon
To ensure that the localized heat source does not move as a function of time, mode conversion heating studies rely on being able to maintain the 3 He concentration as constant as possible.
Although the position of the dominant minority heating does not sensitively depend on the value of the minority concentration (the cold resonance does not depend on it at all), keeping X[ the density profile changes considerably during the discharge, a simple peaking factor (central over edge/pedestal density at any given time divided by the value of this quantity at a reference time) is further applied to the above formula in an ad-hoc way. A more accurate evaluation of the concentration is obtained from post-processing charge exchange measurements [16] . These data not only yield a typical concentration as a function of time, which is all the simple formula does, but equally provides the X[ 3 He] profile evolution. Figure 7 depicts an example of how the simplified formula is used to steer the real time control of the 3He concentration. Almost surprisingly in view of its simplicity (the relation between a particle density and the intensity of the emitted light is actually a function of various parameters that change both in time and in space), the real time control formula commonly catches the proper tendency of the actual concentration and is usually well within 50% of the requested value in the auxiliary heated flat top phase of the experiments. Alfvén eigenmodes and Alfvén cascades to be observed when X[3He] was 1% or lower [22] .
As no particular MHD activity was triggered in its absence, RF heating played an essential role in these experiments. A careful study of the gamma ray spectrum allows to get insight in the fusion reactions that occurred. Evidence of various types of fast orbits/ions was found. The presence of gamma rays [23] with energies in the range ≈10-18MeV proves that the reaction D+ Significantly reducing the RF power during intervals of a few hundred ms allowed to clearly identify the effect of the RF heating on the MHD activity: modes disappeared or became much weaker when the RF heating level was reduced, in good agreement with expectation from theory predicting that such modes rely on fast particle "current sources" for their excitation [24] . A scintillator probe allows to study fast ion losses. Fusion-produced 15MeV protons -with Larmor radii of 13cm -constitute the dominant loss. Both the number and the energy of lost fast ions [25] correlated with the RF power; the effect of the slowing down of the fast particles (fusion-created protons) can clearly be observed on the lost ion time traces.
The experiments performed at very low X[
3 He] aimed at studying confinement and redistribution of fast ions and focused on determining the impact of fast particles on MHD activity. Tornado modes [26] , held responsible for expelling fast ions from inside the q = 1 radius and for triggering monster sawtooth crashes, were aimed for but were not observed. On the other hand, n = 1 fishbones were excited: they preceded every sawtooth crash (n is the toroidal mode number). Both fishbones and tornado modes are depending on energetic particles for their excitation, and both types of mode affect the fast ion population inside the q=1 radius. Thanks to the fast 3 He particles created by RF heating, the sawtooth period could be increased and monster sawteeth were observed.
Since charged particle orbits are highly sensitive to the magnetic field topology and sawteeth change this topology on a very rapid time scale, one can anticipate that the orbits and thus the fusion yield undergo equally rapid changes when sawtooth crashes occur. During the experiments with small RF heated 3 He concentrations, fishbone activity (itself characterized by a frequency of 5 -20kHz) was observed to re-occur periodically with a frequency of 150Hz. This fishbone activity was interrupted regularly because sawtooth crashes were occurring on a much longer time scale (~ 4Hz). Figure 11 shows the effect of the redistribution of the 3He ions, the top figures showing the tomographically reconstructed gamma ray emissivity for gamma's with energies exceeding 2.2MeV
and averaged over a 150ms interval. Since the reactivity giving rise to the gamma rays is proportional to the density of the fast ( 3 He) particle population, the emissivity profile sheds light on the spatial distribution of the RF heated ions. A brighter color represents a higher count rate. The left figure is the profile before and the right figure shows the emissivity just after a sawtooth crash. The auxiliary heating power (NBI + ICRH) is roughly constant in the time interval considered. The bottom figure
shows the frequency spectrum of the modes as a function of time.
JET is equipped with a scintillator probe designed to detect very fast (fusion born) ion losses [25] .
Both the protons and the a particles born out of the 3 He+D reaction have broad energy distributions at birth. Prompt proton losses are however far outside the scintillator probe area and cannot be observed. Therefore the observed components from the 3 He+D reaction are fast a particles. These losses are clearly correlated -not only with the RF power as above mentioned -but equally with the sawtooth crashes.
In case RF heating creates fast particle populations, so- Figure 12 shows the Alfvén cascades observed in discharge 69445, having a 3 He concentration of less than 1% heated centrally using RF heating with ƒ =33MHz while B o =3:25T; +π/2 phasing was preferred to profit from the associated radially inward RF induced fast particle pinch [27] . When q min is an integer, a "grand" cascade is formed: various Alfvén modes share the same frequency at the time of their birth and are then frequency-separated at a rate proportional to the relative poloidal mode number (δω AC ∝δ(m/q min )). Cascades are excellent diagnostics for internal transport barriers (ITBs) [28] : there is a one-to-one relation between the time ITBs are formed and the time cascades are appearing. Of course, as cascades necessitate the presence of a sufficiently high concentration of sufficiently fast particles, they only exist when auxiliary heating is capable of creating an unstable sub-population to excite them. Hence this accurate ITB "detection" tool is not always available. RF heating is commonly used to create the instrumental fast population. As already mentioned, this is easier in a H minority than in a 3 He minority plasma, except when X[ 3 He] is very small.
the Fuchs et Al. beAtIng eFFect
Theoretical wave propagation and damping modeling (see the section on the modeling of RF heating in 3 He plasmas) indicates that the absorption efficiency in ( 3 He) -D plasmas depends strongly on various parameters. The "beating" effect identified by Fuchs et al. [5] and arising because of the constructive/destructive interference of fast waves traveling to and from the high field side fast wave cutoff in scenarios with a fairly transparent mode conversion layer (such as is the case for a ( 3 He) -D mixture) is expected to be most clearly observable when scanning the electron density (which changes the fast wave wavelength), the magnetic field (which displaces the mode conversion layer) or the minority concentration (which equally changes the mode conversion layer position).
A minority concentration scan was performed in shots 66413-66437 and the RF power was Finally, as the fast wave's wavelength is a function of the density the experimental density profile should be used in the computations. The completion of the experimental curve as well as the more detailed modeling relying on more appropriate tools is outside the scope of the present summary but is planned to be addressed in the future.
rF heAted d beAm Ions In mode conversIon heAtIng
Since 3He is 3 times more massive than H, minority heating of 3 He in ( One of the key advantages of gamma ray spectroscopy is that the peaks at well defined energies unambiguously prove that well defined reactions are taking place, thus guaranteeing that the basic Rate) [29] are presented in Fig. 15 for JET pulses 69388 (top), 69392 (middle) and 69393 (bottom) [30] , with the corresponding RF and NBI power levels shown in Fig. 16 . The neutron time-of-flight spectra are dominated by a peak around 65ns, which primarily corresponds to neutrons of 2:45MeV from D+D -> 3 He+n fusion reactions involving the NBI ions and the thermal bulk plasma; in case there would be no thermal broadening whatsoever, the 2.45MeV reaction's signature would be a sharp peak localized at 65ns. Because the given by JET's standard neutron monitor diagnostic, the KN1 fission chamber system (see bottom figure of Figure 16 ). Whereas the shape of the spectra for the main (65ns) peak are similar for 69388 and 69393, a clear high-energy neutron tail is emerging as time progresses for 69393 while it is absent in the 69388 data. From a more detailed analysis of the TOFOR data it is seen that the high-energy neutron tail in the mode conversion regime pulse (69393) corresponds to a high-energy deuterium tail whose temperature exceeds 300 keV around t = 49s. And although having only half the NBI heating power, mode conversion regime pulse 69392 gives rise to equally significant tails from fast deuteron ions. Evidence of the formation of the tail is equally observed in the KR2 low energy neutral particle analyzer (see Fig. 17 ) [31] : whereas the neutral particle flux is very similar for both discharges in the early phase of the discharge, a tail is clearly visible in mode conversion shots 69392 and 69393 later in the discharge, while it is absent in shot 69388.
A first attempt to model the effect of RF heating on the D beam ions was discussed in the theory section on Fokker-Planck modeling of the present paper. Since 3 He was used as a minority gas and the RF frequency was chosen to favor core 3 He fundamental cyclotron resonance heating, one would expect tails being formed in these ( 3 He)-D plasmas to be fast 3 He ions. But in the mode conversion regime, the minority concentration is much too high for such 3 He tails to form, and analysis revealed that the fast particles were deuterons rather than 3He. The combined use of RF and NBI heating is thought to be the key to understanding the D tail formation, as already suggested in [17] based on a resonance location analysis: with a thermal background, the deuterons hardly feel the presence of the RF fields since ω = Ω D is at R = 2.4m i.e. about 0.6m away from the core (ω = Ω 3He is at R=3.21m) and thus large RF power levels would be required to drive tails starting from thermal bulk D ions in this relatively cold region. Because JET is equipped with 80keV and 130keV beams, The experiments discussed here were performed in plasmas with transport barriers and were meant to shed light on the transport in such plasmas (see next section). Unlike the pronounced maximum of the neutron yield as a function of time in the minority heating discharge, the tail formation in the mode conversion shot is not a consequence of the ITB: looking at the ion temperature (not shown), at best a weak ITB was formed in shot 69393; at the time the tail is most developed the ion temperature is also lower both than the temperature at the same time in shot 69388 and at the time at which the ITB is most pronounced. As Mantsinen's experiments were performed in L-mode rather than in an ITB plasma, it is clear that the D tail formation in ( 3 He) -D plasmas is not connected to ITB physics. As can be anticipated from the requirement that the 3 He heating needs to be small or absent for the D tail to form, the observed effect does not even seem to be depend on the presence
He either: more recently, the beneficial synergistic effect of the simultaneous application of RF and NBI heating of a pure D plasma on the bulk ion temperature and on the neutron rate was shown to be equally due to the absorption of D beam ions at their Doppler shifted resonance [32] . Both in the majority D experiments and ( 3 He) -D experiments two effects need to be noted: aside from the formation of the tail, the "preheating" of the plasma by the beam contributes to an enhanced neutron rate, the latter due to a modification of the beam density due to a modification of the slowing down time via the collisionality.
probIng Itbs usIng rF poWer
Aside from ensuring plasma heating, RF heating can be used as a tool for probing plasmas. In this section an example is given of how it can be used to help understand the dynamics of plasmas with internal transport barriers. Experimentally, the ITB's strength and location are detected by checking if and where the so-called ρ T * criterium (ρ T * > ρ T * ,crit ) is fulfilled [33] . Various authors have studied ITBs, both for what concerns the excitation as their sustainment. The interested reader can e.g. refer to [34] and [35] for an in depth discussion. Extensive examination has revealed a deep relationship between the barriers and the q-profile [34] : when -typically due to Lower Hybrid preheating -a reversed q-profile is formed, the minimal q value decreases as the current penetrates. When q crosses rational values, more or less strong ITBs may be triggered at the location of the minimal q.
The ITBs are particularly strong when q crosses integer values. Strong ITBs have been created at q min = 2 and somewhat weaker ones further out at q min = 3. The strongest ITBs are found in deeply reversed shear plasmas. Double tearing modes -MHD relaxation phenomena similar to sawteeth but for q well above 1 -are typically accompanying the barriers [36] . The plasma composition (and more generally, any parameter impacting on the collisionality of the plasma) also influences the formation and behavior of the ITB. A further complication is that electron and ion ITBs do not necessarily occur simultaneously, nor do density barriers necessarily appear when energy barriers do [35] . • Is the improved confinement associated with an (electron) ITB limited to the narrow layer where the temperature is steepening, or is the improved confinement a characteristic of the whole region radially inside the transport barrier?
• Is an ITB a region in which transport is stiff and characterized by a threshold gradient that is larger than in conventional plasmas, or is it a region below threshold where turbulence is suppressed?
The answer to the first question is clear when looking at Figure 18 in which (a) the ion as well as electron temperature of JET shot 59397 is depicted together with the density profile and the (strongly inverted) q profile, and (b) the amplitude and phase of the fundamental electron temperature Fourier component responding to a modulation of the RF power is shown. In this case the dominant heating is mode conversion electron heating at the ITB position. One observes clear breaks in the slopes both of the amplitude and the phase of the fundamental (N = 1) temperature response at the foot and the top of the barrier, suggesting that the ITB layer itself is a narrow layer at which the diffusivity is lower than in the neighboring regions. Modeling shows that the diffusivity inside the ITB is actually an order of magnitude lower than outside it. In the region radially inside the ITB the transport is not reduced; temperature response profiles obtained with the assumption that the whole core region is a region in which the diffusion coefficient is strongly reduced are at variance with experimental findings. Hence, ITBs are local phenomena that do not extend to the core, although the macroscopic quantities (such as density and temperature) are increased in the whole region inside the barrier and do depend on the ITB strength.
The answer to the second question was found by studying discharges having heat sources both inside and outside but not at the ITB. In that case the heat fronts very quickly disappear as soon as they penetrate the ITB (no graph shown; see [14] ). This observation is interpreted as being due to a complete loss of stiffness i.e. as a plasma that becomes sub-critical to anomalous transport, the threshold being higher than conventional when inside the ITB. A more detailed analysis [14] [38] reveals that the amplitudes and phases of the temperature response are not symmetrical inside the ITB meaning that the diffusion is not uniform: R = L Te (L Te being the temperature gradient length) seems well below the threshold on the inner ITB while it stays closer to the threshold on the outer ITB side, meaning the ITB is more fragile at its foot than at its top.
A number of exotic phenomena were also identified when studying transport in presence of ITBs [39] . Commonly the amplitude and phase are extremal at the heat source. This is not necessarily the case in ITBs where an apparent convection can cause the maximal temperature response to be displaced from the source. Another unexpected phenomenon is that, in spite of there being only 1 heat source, a second maximum in the perturbation amplitude is sometimes generated close to the ITB foot. One of the maxima is linked to the actual mode conversion electron heat source. No second heat source (e.g. due to minority heating) is present to explain the supplementary maximum and conventional transport models do not permit to shed light on why such a second maximum can appear either. The critical gradient model offers a possible explanation of both phenomena, though:
An intrinsic consequence of the critical gradient length dynamics of the heat transport is the existence, close to the turbulence threshold, of an apparent convective term. This term gives rise to an inward directed heat flow, the magntitude of which is proportional to the square of the temperature gradient threshold value. In case a plasma region is just above the threshold, the heat pulse propagation will become affected by this apparent heat pinch. Modeling shows that displacement of the maximal temperature response can occur under these circumstances, whilst a second maximum can appear when the plasma keeps oscillating from below to above threshold due to power modulation.
The present section is a concise summary of the work done to understand electron transport in ITBs. The interested reader can find much more details in [14] [38] [39] . Whereas RF heating was essential and the gas mixture deliberate for the above discussed experiments, various aspects of ITB physics not or less critically depending on these factors were studied parasitically in the same experiments involving 3 He. An interesting but previously already observed [40] experimental finding is that the steepening of the temperature is commonly accompanied by a poloidal shear flow. The barrier coincides with the location where the poloidal velocity shear is maximal. More specifically, the rotation is localized at the foot of the ITB, and widens when the ITB does. The measured anomalous rotation persists throughout the full duration of the barrier and might therefore be linked to the sustainment mechanism of the barrier. Stronger barriers create larger poloidal flow;
values up to 50km/s have been measured whereas neoclassical theory predicts flow velocities of just a few km/s, even in the presence of a large T i gradient. One possible theoretical explanation for the creation of this rotation is that it is a consequence of the Reynolds stress that results from turbulent fluctuations, although it has equally been conjectured that these flows might be explained by neo-classical theory provided the equilibrium's geodesic curvature is properly accounted for [37] .
rF poWer InjectIon And ImpurIty proFIle control In jet plAsmAs
To maximize the reactivity of a fusion plasma, the fuel dilution should be kept to a minimum. In particular, the impurity level should be kept as low as possible in the plasma core where the temperature is closest to that needed to trigger spontaneous fusion. Over the last few years both experimental and theoretical evidence has been accumulated that RF power -and more specifically power transferred to the electrons not too far from the plasma centre -may flatten the impurity density profiles [42] [43] . This observation suggests that RF heating may be a natural candidate for removing undesirable species from the plasma. Recent ( 3 He) -D experiments relying on RF heating [44] [45] have added further evidence to strengthen the confidence in this conclusion.
The beneficial effect of electron heating on impurities was first noticed on ASDEX using ECRH.
In JET H-Mode and Hybrid Correspondingly the impurity profiles are flattened or even become hollow [45] . The findings in He as a minority tend to show the opposite tendency, and result in strong impurity peaking in the core. One might surmise that the different behavior results from the fact that 3 He minority heating affects the ion rather than the electron channel.
Already in 2006, a plausible pinch mechanism connected with the parallel velocity fluctuations was proposed to explain the experimentally observed change of the particle pinch direction when going from an ion to an electron heating scheme [46] . More recently it was confirmed that unstable modes rotating in the electron diamagnetic direction (TEMs or Trapped Electron Modes), excited in the central region of the plasma by strong electron heating and generated by the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons, can induce an outward convection of the impurities [47] . Finally, the present know-how on the potential of RF power -depending on whether the electrons or bulk ions are dominantly heated -to induce core impurity removal or accumulation was summarized. 
